~ Why We Can’t Cure The Common COVID ~
(Pt. - 2)
Prior to this the term, “Antibody Dependent Enhancement” syndrome was mentioned. Few really have any clue
what this means. There’s a good reason for that as well. It is incredibly technical on a biochemical level that one
would literally need a PhD in Medicine to probably entirely understand it, so this poses a challenge. Fortunately,
there’s is a History lesson that can make this plain as day, and also sadly, is equally as tragic today.
Peanut allergies. What causes them? Interestingly enough, it is vaccines! No, no one gets vaccinated against
“Peanut Flu” or whatever, but here is what happens. Vaccines have long been using chicken eggs as media into
which “cultured” (insert pathogen) can be grown and then attenuated for vaccine purposes. Needless to say, that
poses many collateral problems the likes of which only a chicken farmer could fully comprehend, so we’ll have to
leave that there. Where this is going is simple now.
In an effort to find a FAR more cost effective and sanitary means of vaccine development, it was found peanut
shells could be used. This was an incredible breakthrough and revolutionized vaccine production in ways the
above gives one an idea from which to imagine.
Now that we have a few bricks thrown down, let’s build the wall.
Tragically, as an unanticipated collateral biologic process ill understood, individuals vaccinated with products
made from peanuts were known to not only have strong immune reactions to (insert pathogen again), but
also they would mysteriously react violently to peanuts afterward and here is where the near “gobble-de-gook”
sounding term, “Antibody Dependent Enhancement Syndrome” can be fully revealed in hopefully now, the clear
light of day.
Here is why. The very same violent reaction to peanuts that those individuals whom developed peanut allergies is what is called a “Cytokine Storm” and that is when the incredible surge of immune response triggers the
Anaphylactic Shock, from which the peanut allergy sufferer often sadly died from. The root underlying cause of
the cytokine storm IS the PRODUCT of “Antibody Enhancement Syndrome” and now that hopefully demystifying that purposefully obfuscated and obscured double-talk sounding terminology will SERIOUSLY give us now
a VERY CLEAR view of where this is going, and why the NEED to HAVE that “Emergency Approval” was SO
BADLY needed......
Yea..... ok......
The least tested jab that has also already caused to most amount of deaths of any vaccine, in fact, MORE than
ALL vaccines PUT TOGETHER, is now enjoying the priviledge of also now being the new boot on our necks...
More to come...
Highest Regards and Much Love,
Kevin

